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Problem, there are several kinds of  network,  one kind of that is lan. Lan is a  
network that  connects 2  computers with  the help of  UTP network cable.  This  
network requires UTP cable, RJ-45 and the lan card which is usually already  
installed on each computer. If all of that requirements have been installed on each 
computer, then the 2 computers can also be used for internet sharing.
Process,  providing 2 computers  or  more,  then  the second computer  operating  
system installed linux. Then provide utp cable and RJ-45 connectors, both ends of  
the peeled and prepared in accordance with the order of the colors straight cables  
and wires cross, and when sorted, end of the cable that has been sorted flattened  
and then  inserted  into  the  connector  and cable  connector  that  is  mounted  at  
krimping using pliers krimping. Then the cable is installed in the lan card in each  
computer. After that set the computer as a server and client.
The result, a computer that was set as the server and client can connect to each  
other and sharing data to each other and the Internet. Server as a data manager  
and the client that accesses the data.
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